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Reporting Category 1: Numerical Representations and Relationships

Standard Diagnostic Test Lesson 1 Mastery Test

5.2.A 15 EX1, TR2, TR3, TP3, TP9 3, 39

5.2.B 24, 27, 46 EX2, TR1, TP6, TP7 25

5.2.C 16 EX3, TR4, TR5, TP2, TP4 40

5.4.A 10 EX4, TR9, TR10, TR11, TP5, TP11 34

5.4.E 36 EX5, TR6, TR12, TP1, TP12 50

5.4.F 6, 31, 34 EX6, TR7, TR8, TP8, TP10, AP 16, 31

5.4.F Lesson 1 Application

Reporting Category 2: Computations and Algebraic Relationships

Standard Diagnostic Test Lesson 2 Mastery Test

5.3.A 42 EX1, TR2, TR6, TP1

5.3.B 45 EX2, TR3, TR4, TP7 32

5.3.C 21 EX3, TR1, TR5, TP17 41

5.3.D 33 EX4, TR8, TP21

To the Teacher
This How to Get Better Test Scores book is designed to prepare your students for the mathematics portion of 
the assessments of academic readiness. Use the following steps to incorporate How to Get Better Test Scores 
into your classroom.

1.  Have students take the Diagnostic Test and check their answers. You may wish to have  
students enter their answers on the Student Information and Answer Sheet on pages 10 and 11 of this 
teacher guide. The Diagnostic Test includes a question for every assessed standard, as shown below. Then 
have them use the reproducible Diagnostic Test Skills Chart on page 8 of this guide to assess their 
strengths and weaknesses in the areas covered. Answer keys for all tests are included in this guide.

Boldface standards are Readiness standards. All other standards are supporting standards.

KEY: EX 5 Example problem
 TR 5 Try It problem
 TP 5 Test Practice problem
 AP 5 Application problem
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Diagnostic Test (p. 4)
 1. C (DoK 2)
 2. H (DoK 1)
 3. A (DoK 1)
 4. J (DoK 1)
 5. A (DoK 1)
 6. G (DoK 1)
 7. B (DoK 2)
 8. J (DoK 2)
 9. A (DoK 1)
 10. H (DoK 1)
 11. D (DoK 2)
 12. J (DoK 2)
 13. B (DoK 1)
 14. 252 (DoK 1)
 15. F (DoK 1)
 16. B (DoK 2)
 17. H (DoK 1)
 18. B (DoK 2)
 19. G (DoK 2)
 20. C (DoK 2)
 21. 24 (DoK 2)
 22. F (DoK 1)
 23. B (DoK 1)
 24. G (DoK 1)
 25. A (DoK 1)

 26. H (DoK 1)
 27. C (DoK 1)
 28. G (DoK 1)
 29. C (DoK 2)
 30. J (DoK 2)
 31. D (DoK 1)
 32. G (DoK 1)
 33. B (DoK 1)
 34. J (DoK 1)
 35. D (DoK 1)
 36. G (DoK 1)
 37. D (DoK 2)
 38. 6 (DoK 2)
 39. F (DoK 1)
 40. C (DoK 1)
 41. H (DoK 1)
 42. B (DoK 1)
 43. F (DoK 1)
 44. A (DoK 1)
 45. J (DoK 2)
 46. C (DoK 1)
 47. H (DoK 2)
 48. A (DoK 2)
 49. H (DoK 2)
 50. B (DoK 1)

Lesson 1:  
Numerical Representations 
and Relationships

Examples (p. 15)

 1. C (DoK 1)
 2. G (DoK 1)
 3. D (DoK 1)
 4. F (DoK 1)
 5. B (DoK 2)
 6. H (DoK 1)

Try It (Lesson 1)

 1. C (DoK 1)
 2. J (DoK 1)
 3. A (DoK 1)
 4. H (DoK 1)
 5. A (DoK 1)
 6. H (DoK 1)
 7. 4 (DoK 1)
 8. B (DoK 1)
 9. G (DoK 2)
 10. C (DoK 1)
 11. J (DoK 1)
 12. D (DoK 1)

Depth of Knowledge (DOK) is a 4-level system that orders tasks according to the complexity of 
thinking needed to successfully solve them.

•  DOK 1: Recall and Reproduction: Tasks in this category require students to recall facts or simple 
procedures. In mathematics, this includes recalling facts, definitions, terms, performing a simple 
algorithm, or applying a given or commonly known formula.

•  DOK 2: Skills and Concepts: At this level, students must transform or process knowledge before 
responding and make some decisions as to how to approach the task. Some mathematical 
examples of DOK level 2 tasks include classifying items, organizing information, and estimating.

•  DOK 3: Strategic Thinking: Tasks in this category demand that students use their higher order 
thinking skills to analyze and evaluate, to solve real-world problems, or to explore questions that 
have more than a single possible outcome. Asking students to state their reasoning or provide 
relevant justifications for their numerical answers are benchmarks of mathematical DOK 3 tasks.

•  DOK 4: Extended Thinking: This level requires tasks that ask students to integrate their higher 
order thinking processes, such as combining critical and creative thinking, engaging in reflection, 
and adjusting plans over time. DOK level 4 items are not found on standardized assessments, and 
as such, are not included in this text.

The solutions on the following pages contain the DoK levels for all the problems in the student 
workbook.
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Diagnostic Test Skills Chart

1.  N
umerica

l Representatio
ns 

& Relatio
nships

2.  C
omputatio

ns &
 Algebraic 

Relatio
nships

3. G
eometry

 & M
easurement

4.  D
ata Analysis 

& Perso
nal 

Fin
ancia

l Li
teracy

Question

Use this chart to find your 
strengths and weaknesses in the 

skills covered on the test.

 1.  Place a 1 in each white box 
to the right of the questions 
you answered correctly. For 
each incorrect answer, place 
a 0 in the white box.

 2.  Add each column and write 
the total correct in the box at 
the bottom of the column. 

 3.  For example, if you answer 
questions 3 and 4 correctly, 
you have 2 out of 21 questions 
correct on the Computations 
and Algebraic Relationships 
part of the test. You may want 
to focus on this skill as you 
work through the lessons.

  Note: Bold items indicate 
TEKS Readiness 
Standards.

1     
2     
3     
4     
5     
6     
7     
8     
9     
10     
11     
12     
13     
14     
15     
16     
17     
18     
19     
20     
21     
22     
23     
24     
25     
26     
27     
28     
29     
30     
31     
32     
33     
34     
35     
36     
37     
38     
39     
40     
41     
42     
43     
44     
45     
46     
47     
48     
49     
50     

Total /10 /21 /11 /8 /50
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Use this chart to find out how 
much you have learned.

 1.  Place a 1 in each white box 
to the right of the questions 
you answered correctly. For 
each incorrect answer, place 
a 0 in the white box.

 2.  Add each column and write 
the total correct in the box at 
the bottom of the column. 

 3.  See how well you have 
improved in the four areas 
by comparing your scores on 
the Mastery Test to your 
scores on the Diagnostic Test.

  Note: Bold items indicate 
TEKS Readiness 
Standards.

Mastery Test Skills Chart

Question
1.  N

umerica
l Representatio

ns 

& Relatio
nships

2.  Computatio
ns &

 Algebraic 

Relatio
nships

3. G
eometry

 & M
easurement

4.  D
ata Analysis 

& Perso
nal 

Financia
l Literacy

1     
2     
3     
4     
5     
6     
7     
8     
9     
10     
11     
12     
13     
14     
15     
16     
17     
18     
19     
20     
21     
22     
23     
24     
25     
26     
27     
28     
29     
30     
31     
32     
33     
34     
35     
36     
37     
38     
39     
40     
41     
42     
43     
44     
45     
46     
47     
48     
49     
50     

Total /8 /24 /12 /6 /50
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Lesson TEKS Readiness & Supporting Standards 

Lesson 1:
Numerical 
Representations 
& Relationships

Objective: The student will demonstrate an understanding of how to represent 
and manipulate numbers and expressions.

TEKS 5.2  (A) represent the value of the digit in decimals through the thousandths using 
expanded notation and numerals;

TEKS 5.2   (B) compare and order two decimals to thousandths and represent 
comparisons using the symbols , , or 5; and

TEKS 5.2  (C) round decimals to tenths or hundredths. 

TEKS 5.4  (A) identify prime and composite numbers;

TEKS 5.4   (E) describe the meaning of parentheses and brackets in a numeric expression; 
and

TEKS 5.4   (F) simplify numerical expressions that do not involve exponents, 
including up to two levels of grouping. 

Lesson 2: 
Computations 
& Algebraic 
Relationships

Objective: The student will demonstrate an understanding of how to perform 
operations and represent algebraic relationships. 

TEKS 5.3   (A) estimate to determine solutions to mathematical and real-world problems 
involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division; 

TEKS 5.3   (B) multiply with fluency a three-digit number by a two-digit number using 
the standard algorithm;

TEKS 5.3   (C) solve with proficiency for quotients of up to a four-digit dividend by a  
two-digit divisor using strategies and the standard algorithm;

TEKS 5.3   (D) represent multiplication of decimals with products to the 
hundredths using objects and pictorial models, including area 
models;

TEKS 5.3   (E) solve for products of decimals to the hundredths, including 
situations involving money, using strategies based on place-value 
understandings, properties of operations, and the relationship to the 
multiplication of whole numbers;

TEKS 5.3   (F) represent quotients of decimals to hundredths, up to four-digit dividends 
and two-digit whole number divisors, using objects and pictorial models, 
including area models;

TEKS 5.3   (G) solve for quotients of decimals to the hundredths, up to four-digit 
dividends and two-digit whole number divisors, using strategies and 
algorithms, including the standard algorithm;

TEKS 5.3   (H) represent and solve addition and subtraction of fractions with unequal 
denominators referring to the same whole using objects and pictorial models 
and properties of operations;

TEKS 5.3   (I) represent and solve multiplication of a whole number and a 
fraction that refers to the same whole using objects and pictorial 
models, including area models;

TEKS 5.3   (J) represent division of a unit fraction by a whole number and the division of 
a whole number by a unit fraction such as  divided by 7 and 7 divided by   
using objects and pictorial models, including area models;

TEKS Readiness and Supporting Standards
This chart matches the TEKS Readiness and Supporting Standards to the Lessons in  

How to Get Better Test Scores, Grade 5 Math. 

Standards in bold type are Readiness Standards, the standards assessed and emphasized on the test.  
The remaining standards are Supporting Standards that are assessed but not emphasized.
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Lesson TEKS Readiness & Supporting Standards 

Lesson 2 
(continued)

TEKS 5.3  (K) add and subtract positive rational numbers fluently; and

TEKS 5.3   (L) divide whole numbers by unit fractions and unit fractions by 
whole numbers. 

TEKS 5.4   (B) represent and solve multi-step problems involving the four 
operations with whole numbers using equations with a letter 
standing for the unknown quantity; 

TEKS 5.4   (C) generate a numerical pattern when given a rule in the form y 5 ax 
or y 5 x 1 a and graph; and

TEKS 5.4   (D) recognize the difference between additive and multiplicative numerical 
patterns given in a table or graph. 

Lesson 3: 
Geometry & 
Measurement

Objective: The student will demonstrate an understanding of how to represent 
and apply geometry and measurement concepts. 

TEKS 5.4   (H) represent and solve problems related to the perimeter and/or 
area and related to volume. 

TEKS 5.5   (A) classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy of sets and subsets 
using graphic organizers based on their attributes and properties. 

TEKS 5.6   (A) recognize a cube with side length of one unit as a unit cube having one 
cubic unit of volume and the volume of a three-dimensional figure as the 
number of unit cubes (n cubic units) needed to fill it with no gaps or overlaps 
if possible; and

TEKS 5.6   (B) determine the volume of a rectangular prism with whole number side 
lengths in problems related to the number of layers times the number of unit 
cubes in the area of the base. 

TEKS 5.7   (A) solve problems by calculating conversion within a measurement 
system, customary or metric. 

TEKS 5.8   (A) describe the key attributes of the coordinate plane, including 
perpendicular number lines (axes), where the intersection (origin) of 
the two lines coincides with zero on each number line and the given 
point (0, 0); the x-coordinate, the first number in an ordered pair, 
indicates movement parallel to the x-axis starting at the origin; and 
the y-coordinate, the second number, indicates movement parallel to 
the y-axis starting at the origin; 

TEKS 5.8   (B) describe the process for graphing ordered pairs of numbers in the 
first quadrant of the coordinate plane; and

TEKS 5.8   (C) graph in the first quadrant of the coordinate plane ordered pairs 
of numbers arising from mathematical and real-world problems, 
including those generated by number patterns or found in an input-
output table. 

TEKS Readiness and Supporting Standards continued
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TEKS Readiness and Supporting Standards continued

Lesson TEKS Readiness & Supporting Standards 

Lesson 4: 
Data Analysis 
& Personal 
Financial 
Literacy

Objective: The student will demonstrate an understanding of how to represent 
and analyze data and how to describe and apply personal financial concepts. 

TEKS 5.9   (A) represent categorical data with bar graphs or frequency tables and 
numerical data, including data sets of measurement in fractions or decimals, 
with dot plots or stem-and-leaf plots; 

TEKS 5.9  (B) represent discrete paired data on a scatterplot; and

TEKS 5.9   (C) solve one- and two-step problems using data from a frequency 
table, dot plot, bar graph, stem-and-leaf plot, or scatterplot. 

TEKS 5.10  (A) define income tax, payroll tax, sales tax, and property tax; 

TEKS 5.10  (B) explain the difference between gross income and net income; 

TEKS 5.10   (E) describe actions that might be taken to balance a budget when expenses 
exceed income; and 

TEKS 5.10  (F) balance a simple budget. 
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